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INTRODUCTION 
In various ituations, as for example in the problem of range measure~ 
ment for vehicles in space, one is interested in generating a binary se- 
quence of fairly long period such that the phase of any translate of the 
sequence may be found easily in the presence of noise. Thus, in practice, 
one transmits continuously a sequence of long period and in some way 
receives (at the transmitter) a corrupted and out-of-phase version of 
the original sequence. By operating on it (usually with correlation tech- 
niques) one hopes to determine the phase. In particular, in the problem 
of range measurement, determining the phase enables one to measure 
the time elapsed and to find the distance in question without ambiguity 
(because the period of the sequence is taken to be sufficiently large). 
A sequence with such properties i known as an acquirable code. We shall 
describe an elementary mathematical procedure for selecting an acquir- 
able code; it rests on well-known properties of maximal ength shift 
register sequences and on the Chinese Remainder Theorem. 
Out technique is algebraic in nature, and requires little in the way of 
equipment. With it one can deal with sequences ofperiod in the millions 
or billions without causing any difficulties for the decoding computer. 
The main drawback to this method is the problem of bit timing over 
such a long period; and this can be overcome, in part, by interleaving a 
constant sequence with the given sequence. Of course, one would prefer 
to use only a small number of consecutive digits in order to make a 
decision, but then the discussion is usually statistical rather than alge- 
braic. Naturally, there exist many alternative procedures for choosing an 
acquirable code. As is easily seen from the method of sampling, a key 
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feature of our procedure is its suitability for the situation where the 
noise occurs in bursts. 
LINEAR RECURSIVE SEQUENCES 
For the convenience of the reader and in order to fix the notation we 
recall here, without proof, some standard facts about linear recursive 
sequences which will be used in the sequel. Proofs and further details 
may be found in Weiss (1960) and Zierler (1959). 
We work over the two element field F -- [0, 1}. Consider any poly- 
nomia l f  = Co + c~x + . . .  + cnx ~ E F[x] with co = c. = 1. Let 
(a0, a~, as, . . .  ) be an infinite sequence of elements from F.  This se- 
quence is said to be linear recursive for f when 
coal + clai_l + . . .  + c~ai_~ = 0 for all i ->_ n. 
The set of all sequences linear recursive for f is denoted by G(f ) - - i t  is a 
vector space of dimension  over F. Moreover, it is invariant under 
translation; that is, if (a0, al, a2, - . .  ) E G(f) ,  then (a~, as, a3, .- .  ) E 
G(f) .  Every sequence of G(f)  is periodic, and the smallest common 
period is the smallest integer such that f divides x r - 1. Note that a 
linear recursive sequence may be generated by the use of a shift register 
whose entries are the coefficients c~, c2, • • • , c~ of f since it satisfies the 
relation ai = c~ai-1 + . . .  + c~a~_~ for i => n. 
Suppose that K is an extension field of degree n over F- -so that K is 
the unique field with 2 n elements. Its nonzero elements form a multiplica- 
tire group K* which is cyclic and has m = 2 ~ - 1 elements. Any gener- 
ator ~" of K* is then a primitive ruth root of unity. Let f denote the 
minimum polynomial of ~ over F; f is said to be a primitive polynomial, 
and its degree is n. The linear recursive sequences belonging to f have 
interesting properties, f divides x m - 1 and no integer smaller than m 
will do. Thus the least common period for the elements of G(f) is m. 
Even more, every nonzero element of G(f) has period m. For an arbi- 
trary f of degree n this period must be <m = 2" -- 1, and for this 
reason, in our present case, the sequences in G(f) are said to be maximal 
length shift register sequences. Furthermore, any two nonzero elements 
of G(f)  are translates of each other; in other words, if (a0, a~, .- .  , 
a,,,-1, . . . )  E G(f)  and (bo, bl , . . .  , b,,,-1, . . . )  E G(f ) ,  then there 
exists an integer j with 0 _-< j < m such that 
b~ = a~+~ for i = 0, 1, - . .  
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Consequently, every nonzero n-tuple of zeros and ones occurs exactly 
once among the n-tuples (ao, al ,  - . .  , a,_l), (a l ,  a2, . . .  , aM), . . .  , 
(a~_l, am, "-" , am-1+~) = (a~_l, a0, . . .  , a~-2). Thus, every nonzero 
element of G(f) has exactly (m - 1)/2 zeros and (m ~- 1)/2 ones. I t  
should also be noted that adding a sequence from G(f)  and any of its 
translates gives a translate of the original sequence; this is commonly 
known as the shift and add property. 
TI:IE METHOD 
Let fl and f2 be two primitive polynomials of degrees dl and d2 respec~ 
tively, and such that ml = 2 dl - 1 and ms = 2 ~2 - 1 are relatively 
prime. For example, we can have d~ = 11 and d2 = 12, since m~ = 
211 -- 1 = (23) (89) and m2 = 212 - 1 = (3~)(5)(7)(13). As our dis- 
cussion progresses, the reader will observe that everything carries over 
to the case of 3 or more primitive polynomials--provided the corre- 
sponding m's are relatively prime in pairs. ( I t  may be noted that if the 
d's are relatively prime in pairs, then so are the m's.) Choose nonzero 
sequences A C G(fl)  and B C G(f~) and fix them once and for all. Of 
course, A and B are generated via the shift registers associated with f~ 
and f2 and are maxima] length shift register sequences of period m~ and 
ms respectively. I t does not matter which choices of A and B are made 
because all nonzero elements of G(fl) or G(f2) are translates of each 
other. 
Now let us transfer things from the rood 2 situation to the reals by 
changing 0 -+ 1 and 1 --~ -1 .  Consider the sequence C = AB obtained 
by multiplying the sequences A and B together term by term. Its ele- 
ments are 4-1, one checks easily that it has period m~m2, and it may 
serve as an acquirable code. To see this, let us start with some place c~ 
of the C-sequence. In  practice, the object will be to determine i on the 
basis of the information contained in some corrupted version of the 
C-sequence. Our method involves sampling the C-sequence at intervals 
of size m2 until we have m~ digits. Thus, our sample is 
. - .  , (,) 
where 0 <-<_ i < m~m2. In  virtue of the periodicity of the B-sequence. we 
have 
c~+j,~ -- (a~+j,~)(bl) j = O, 1, . . .  , ml - 1 
so that (*) may be written as bifi~ where 
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-4 = (ai ,  ai+m, • • • , ai+(ml-1)~). 
Because (ml, ms) = 1, it follows that [i + jm2 I J = O, 1, . . .  , ml -- 1} 
is identical with the set {0; 1, . . .  , ml} when its elements are reduced 
(rood ml). Thus, we observe that .4 is some permutation of a full period 
of the A-sequence. To unscramble A (or b.~) we take a "wheel" with 
ml places on it. Place ai at some point, then turn the wheel ms times and 
place a~+~ at the point in question; when this process is repeated 
(ml - 1) times, the wheel then provides a full period (starting with ai) 
of the A-sequence. In other words, applying this procedure to ( . )  gives 
b~A Ci) where A (i) -- (a~, -.- , am_l , a0, . . .  , ai-1). Now, for each posi- 
tion of the wheel, let us correlate the wheel against a fixed version of the 
A-sequence. I fX  = (x0 , . . . , xn)  and Y -- (y0 , ' " ,y~)  are two se- 




By properties of maximal ength shift register sequences, our result is 
±m~ when in phase 
± 1 when out of phase 
where the + or - sign depends on whether bi is -]-1 or -1 .  Thus, if 
there are less than 25% errors in our sample (and usually when there 
are more errors) the correlations have a unique peak, and we can find 
the congruence class of i (rood m~). Note that the time involved here is 
that required for the performance of m~ correlations of length ml.  
Moreover, simultaneously with the above, we may start with the 
same cl and take a sample 
(Ci ,  Ci-kml , Ci-~2m I , ' ' "  , Ci~-(m2--1)ml) ($$)  
By treating (**) in the same manner and in parallel with ( . ) ,  it takes 
m~ correlations of length ms to find the phase of i (mod m2). It  is then 
trivial to combine these results according to the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem (see Birkhoff and MacLane (1953), Chapter I, Sec. 9) in 
order to determine i (where 0 <= i ~ mlm2). In more detail, suppose 
that we have found 
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i -- rl (rood ml) 
i --- r2 (mod m2) 
Let r be such that rml  -- 1 (mod ms); this r is unique. Compute rl ~- 
(r2 - -  r l ) rml  and take its remainder upon division by mime--the result 
is i. 
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